JOHN KUNDERT'S NATURIST LEGACY SCRAPBOOK

Naturist Legacy members are invited to log in anonymously for access to much more
history. You'll need a KEY to generate a User Name and Password. KEYS are based on
the names of members that I knew when I was with NLI (including members now
deceased). You'll need to know at least one of 68 eligible names to create a KEY.
A KEY consists of the following combined:
(1) The last two letters of a member's first name.
(2) The last two letters of a member's last name.
Example: Let's assume that we both knew a fictional member named John Doe. The
last two letters in his first name are hn and the last two letters in his last name are oe.
His KEY is therefore hnoe. When we enter that KEY into the User Name and Password
Generator on my website, we receive these anonymous (and in this case, nonfunctional) credentials:
User Name: c9efded1315e
Password: 2fd9e85ff4a1
Please note the following:
(1) This log in system is based on my memory of the names of members that I knew
when I was with NLI. It's possible that I may have forgotten or misspelled some
names. If you enter a KEY that generates an invalid User Name and Password,
please enter a different KEY based on the name of another member from my era.
(2) Don't enter KEYS based on the names of members that are (or may be) in the
public domain. These members are ineligible because their names could be used by
outsiders to create KEYS. Ineligible members include (a) those who have served or
are serving on NLI's board of directors, (b) those who have held a position with
AANR or FCN, and (c) those who have been named by any type of public media in
connection with their practice of nudism/naturism.
(3) The first names of members used in these KEYS are those that were commonly
used by our community when I was with NLI. For example, if a member's first name
was Peter but everyone called him Pete, then we would use "t" and "e" rather than
"e" and "r" as the first two letters in his KEY.

